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Information Theory(IT): 
❑A branch of Applied Math and Electrical 

Engineering. 
❑ The study of efficient encoding and its 

consequences in the form of speed of transmission 
and probability of error.

❑ IT was born with the discovery of the fundamental 
laws of data compression and transmission.

❑Developed by Claude E. Shannon
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Writings
● More than 80,000 

characters are used to 
code the Chinese 
language

Coding Information



• George BOOLE 
(1815-1864)  

    used only two 
characters to code 
logical operations

 0   1



• John von NEUMANN 
(1903-1957)  

    developed the concept 
of programming using 
also binary system  to 
code all possible 
information 0   1



Model of a Digital Communication System
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Basic scheme of communication:
●  Information source produces messages. 
● Transmitter converts message to signal. 
● Channel conveys the signal with Noise. 
● Receiver transforms the signal back into the message  

Destination: machine, person, organism receiving the 
message.

Shannon wants to find a way for “reliably”  
transmitting data throughout the channel at 
“maximum” possible rate. 



Communication Channel Includes



And he thought about this problem for a 
while…

He later on found a solution and published in 
this 1948 paper.



In his 1948 paper he build a rich theory to the 
problem of reliable communication, now called 
“Information Theory” or “The Shannon 
Theory” in honor of him.

Claude Shannon 

- Father of information theory 



Shannon Entropy
● The key quantity which measures information is 

entropy  or Shannon's entropy : 
Quantifies the Surprise or uncertainty in  a random 

variable.
● Apart from communication theory,
 information entropy has found applications in physical and 

biological sciences, economics, statistics, accounting, 
language, psychology, ecology, pattern recognition, 
computer sciences, fuzzy sets etc.
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Some general remarks
✓ Shannon: encoding messages chosen from a known 

ensemble so that they can be transmitted accurately 
and rapidly even in the presence of noise. 

✓ Highly uncertain components or systems are 
inherently not reliable.

✓ Generally, a better component is the component 
which lives longer and there is less uncertainty 
about its residual lifetime.
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Intuitive understanding:
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- relates the amount of uncertainty about an event with a given 
probability distribution



Entropy and your bedroom

Low Entropy High Entropy



    The concept of Shannon entropy: 
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• Shannon’s measure of information is the number of 
bits to represent the amount of uncertainty 
(randomness) in a data source, and is defined as 
entropy
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DEA Technique and Shannon Entropy to rank 
a Bank’s branches
● Based on inputs and outputs the 6 branches a bank, 

which one has the most efficiency?

The efficiency using 4 models to branches
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Shannon entropy of branches

Branch  (A) has more efficiency than others, then F, …
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Shannon entropy of a continuous variable

● Shannon entropy H(f) of X(continuous) is 
defined as follows: 
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Cumulative Residual Entropy(CRE):
● Rao et al. (2004) defined Cumulative Residual 

Entropy(CRE) as an alternative measure of uncertainty to 
Shannon entropy as follow:
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Computer Vision Applications
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Comparison  of the Registration Results 
Between CCRE, MI, and NMI
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Cross CRE(CCRE) is much better 
than Mutual Information in for

● Image alignment
● Higher range of values
● Higher noise immunity
● More regular
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Order Statistics:
●                be a random sample, the order 

statistics of the sample is defined by the 
arrangement               From the minimum to 
the maximum by

● Order statistics are widely used in reliability 
theory and survival analysis.

● Series and parallel systems are particular 
cases of these system corresponding. 25



Residual life function
● In reliability theory and survival analysis, the 

additional lifetime given that the component has 
survived up to time t is called the residual life 
function of the component.

●  If X be the life of a component, then  

 is called the residual life function. 26



Dynamic Cumulative Residual Entropy(DCRE):
● If a component is known to  have survived to  age  t  then  

Shannon entropy  is  no longer useful  to measure  the  
uncertainty  of  remaining  lifetime  of  the  component. 

Therefore, Asadi and Zohrevand (2007) defined a dynamic form 
of uncertainty called the DCRE t and defined as

● That

 is the survival (reliability) function of X.
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Dynamic Cumulative Residual Entropy(DCRE) 
of the ith order statistics:
● Dynamic Cumulative Residual Entropy of the ith order 

statistics is defined as follows
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Characterization property based on DCRE of ith 

order statistics
● Suppose that X be a non-negative continuous 

random variable with cumulative distribution 
function of F and with

 Then                 uniquely determines F.
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